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Remark : what we call « corpus » in Glozz and in this manual is an annotated text, not a collection of annotated
texts, as it usually means.

1. Introducing Glozz
Glozz is a multi-purpose annotation tool, which can be set to cope with most of paradigms. It
has been developed since september of year 2008 within the french ANR Annodis project
(involving Clle-Erss, Greyc and Irit laboratories), by, in alphabetic order, Yann Mathet and
Antoine Widlöcher from the Greyc. A third developper, engineer Jérôme Chauveau, has
joined the development team since october 2010 for some months.
It comes with a fully WYSIWYG1 interface which makes it possible to annotate texts with
rich annotation models, and provides additionnal features such as the query language
GlozzQL and some exports features (SQL, CSV).

1.1. Meta-Model : the Unit-Relation-Schema generic model
Glozz relies on the URS (Unit-Relation-Schema) meta model from Widlöcher. This model
defines 3 meta types of elements as follows :

1.1.1 Units
A unit is a contiguous span of text starting at one character position and finishing at another
one. Units can overlap each other or even cover others :

In the figure above, we can see first two separate units, then two overlaping ones, and at last
some covering ones. Note that when a unit covers another one, it is visually shown in Glozz
through a covering frontieer. Hence it is possible to see which unit contains which others.
1

WYSIWYG : what you see is what you get, or, in other words, you directly work on the
screen with the data as they will appear at final stage.
5

Units can be considered as the first type of elements from which others (relations and
schemas) can be built.

1.1.2 Relations
A relation is a link, oriented or not, from one element of the URS model (a unit, a relation or a
schema), to another element.
Typically, it may involve two units as follows :

But it may link a unit to a relation :

Or a schema to another schema (see next section to see what a schema is) :

And so on : Relation to Relation, Relation to Schema, Unit to Schema...

1.1.3 Schemas
A schema is a set of as many URS elements as whished. Hence, a given schema can contain
some units, but also some relations, and even some other schemas. This enable to construct
recursively deep structures.
Let’s see some possible configurations :
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a schema embedding 3 units

a schema embedding 3 units and a relation

a schema embedding 3 units, a relation and a schema

1.2. Annotation Model : a Unit-Relation-Schema instanciation for a
given annotation campaign
The 3 kinds of elements which are used in Glozz are those just presented above, Units,
Relations and Schemas.
However, for a given annotation campaign, we will always rely on a specific instanciation of
this meta-model, not directly on this generic level. A specific instanciation instanciation in
Glozz is simply called an « annotation model ».
Such instanciation of the U-R-S meta-model is merly, for each of this meta-categories (U, R
and S), the list of different types we can use to annotate. In other words, when we’ll have to
annotate something as a Unit, we will never just say this thing is a Unit, but we will choose
among different types of Units provided by the specific instanciation of the model we are
using for this campaign.
Let’s see an example, which will be practically studied in section 6. Assume we need an
annotation model for co-reference annotating. We could define :
- two kinds of units, noun and pronoun,
- two kinds of relations, part-of and relationship,
- one kind of schema, reference-chain.
With this annotation model, we can annotate all nouns and pronouns of a text with the two
kinds of units. Then create as many reference chain as needed, each of them containing some
nouns and pronouns units. Then draw relations between some reference-chains schemas.
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Of course, this is a very simple example. Some campaigns use a lot of types for each of the 3
meta-types, some others use a few, or even use units and relations only, or units and schemas
only, etc. This deeply depends on the annotation task, and the way we modelize it.
As you can see, Glozz is not devoted to any special paradigm. It can be configured to any task
by defining a relevant annotation model.
It is also possible to mix different models within a given campaign, for instance syntax and
semantics, either defining a whole annotation model containing syntactic and semantic
categories, or defining two annotation models, one for syntax, the other for semantics, which
would be used respectively at a first stage and at a second stage of the annotation process.

1.3. Feature-Sets
Each annotation element can be associated a feature-set, i.e. a set of couples (feature-name,
feature-value), which provides additionnal individual information.
For an individual element, the set of the features it will embbed are defined by the type of
element it belongs to. But for each of these features, this individual element has its own value.
So, In addition to what we’ve just seen in last sub-section, an annotation model defines, for
each of its types, a feature-set model to be filled by its elements.
For instance, if we consider again our example of annotation model regarding co-reference,
we could define for the noun Unit type (and the same for pronoun) the feature set model as
follows :
Feature name
Gender
Count

Possible values
Male, Female, Neuter
Singular, Plural

Suppose now we annotate « John » as a noun in a text, we will fill its feature set as follows :
Feature name
Gender
Count

value
Male
Singular

And suppose we annotate « the cars », the feature set will be :
Feature name
Gender
Count

value
Neuter
Plural

Even if our examples concern units, feature-sets can be used exactly in the same way for
Relations and Schemas.
Note that at the time this manual is written (Glozz version. 1.0), feature-sets are not recursive
(a value can’t be itself a feature set), but this may be added in the future.
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1.4. Annotation IDs in Glozz : « real IDs » versus « friendly IDs »
1.4.1 Real IDs
Each annotation in Glozz has its own ID which identificates it from any other one in the
world. This is very important so that no conflict may appear when, for instance, merging
several resources.
To do so, Glozz defines an ID by concataining the annotator’s login and the exact date of
creation of this annotation. Since each annotator in the world has a unique login (thanks to the
login attribution procedure), and the exact date is expressed in millisecond, there is no risk
two annotations will be given the same ID. This date is nomber of milliseconds elapsed since
1970 janyary the first, as it is used namely in Java language.
Here is an example of a real ID in Glozz (with annotator’s login ymathet) :
ymathet_1290167040405

1.4.2 Friendly IDs
However, these real IDs are not user-friendly, being far too long. Hence, Glozz uses
« friendly IDs », which is a parallel system of ID simply being numbers from 1 to the number
of annotations of the current annotated text. Hence, the first annotation of the text has the
friendly ID 1, the second has the friendly ID 2, etc.
This is much more easy to handle, but, be careful, this makes sense only within a Glozz
session, and there is absolutely no warranty that an annotation which is given, for example,
the friendly ID number 312 will have the same number the next time. Consequently, you
should never communicate to other people nor store for yourself friendly IDs, but only reald
IDs. Of course, this is what is done when saving your annotation in a file with Glozz. Even if
you’ve used « friendly IDs » when working, the real ones will be stored.
Please refer the the User Interface chapter, section 2.3.4 to see how to choose between real
and friendly IDs when working.
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2. User interface
2.1. overview
The main interface comes with 6 main frames:

1 : main view, where we can see the annotated text, and directly add or edit annotations.
2 : macro view, it’s a view on the same annotated text as the main view does, text but in
macro mode, enabling to have a global view on the annotated text, and to navigate quickly
through it.
3 : mode buttons, in order to set the current mode (adding units, editing units, and so on).
4 : annotation model, where we can see the list of all available types (one column for units,
one for relations, and one for schemas).
5 : feature sets table, which shows the features values of the selected element.
6 : annotation as text table, where each element is shown in a logical predicate.
Let’s see in details each of these frames (and how to use them) in the next sub-sections.

2.2. Main and macro views: viewing and navigating
This point concerns frames 1 and 2.
These two views are representing the current text, with current annotations. They only differ
on two aspects :
- the view number 2 is a macro view of the document, i.e. it is devoted to show the
annotations at a large scope, not to read the text.
10

-

the view number 1 shows the text in a readable font-size, and enables the user to
create or edit annotations.
The point is that these two views are linked together, so that it is possible to navigate easily in
the text using the macro view (frame 2), and then watch and work the annotated text using the
main view (frame 1). To do so, click anywhere in the frame 2, and immediately the frame 1
will be positionned at this exact point, and conversely.
Moreover, an option makes it possible to show the correlated positions between frame 1 and
frame 2. To activate or desactive it, use the option menu, and the viewer tab :

Then, when the mouse points somewhere in the frame 2, the frame 1 shows a cursor
corresponding to the same position if it is within the current zone, or either an arrow poiting
to the top if the position is supra, or to the bottom, like in the next screenshot, if the position
is infra :

2.3. Annotating how-to: adding and editing annotations
This point concerns frames 1, 3, 4 and optionnally 5.
A toolbar is prodived in frame 3 as follows, which enables to choose the current mode of
annotation :

Choosing a given mode will result in a specific behavior of the the frame 1, as it is detailed in
the next sections.
Important : before creating or editing annotations, you may load an annotation model so
that you can operate with the types deditacted to your annotation task. Refer to section 1.2 to
see what is an annotation model. To load one, click on the yellow button of the frame 4 :
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2.3.1 Units
Creating a unit
First, click on the unit creation mode button. This results in hilighting this button (showing
that this mode is now active), but also in activating the Units part of the annotation model
selector (frame 4) in the left :

Then, select in the Units model the type you want to give to the next created unit(s), for
instance verb in our example below :

Once in unit creation mode, you can add new units directly with the mouse, with two
fashions :
- drag&drop : put the mouse on the position of the start position of the future unit, then
press the button and keep it pressed while moving the mouse to the end position.
When the mouse is released, the unit is fully created.
- Two clicks : click on the start position. Then a « begin » flag is shown. Then move the
mouse towards the end position. While moving, a « end » flag is following the mouse
position. Then, once on the end position, click again.
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While creating a unit or just after, you may want to cancel what you’re doing (or what
you’ve just done). To do so, press the « backspace » button of your keyboard.
Attributing values to feature sets
Once the unit is created, it appears as a colored box (red in the example below), which
color is given by the stylesheet, according to the chosen type in the annotation model.
As soon as it is created, its feature-set is shown in frame 5, and can be edited immediately.
To do so, click on the value you want to edit in the « feature value » column. Then the
corresponding row is highlighted (« groupe » feature below), and the value can be re-set :

Choosing between character or word atoms option
In some cases, you may want to work at a character level (for instance if some of your
units may begin or end within a word), whereas in other cases, you may prefer to work at
a word level. You can choose between two corresponding modes, in the options, as shown
below :

With « words as atoms » selected, each click on a word will result on positionning a
frontieer just before (for a begin frontieer) of just after (for a end frontieer) the word.
Moreover, if you double click on a word, this will create a unit just surrouding this latter.
Selecting & Editing units
Click on the dedicated button in the mode toolbar, as shown at the beginning of section
2.3. Then, when moving the mouse over a unit with the mouse will pre-select it, this latter
appearing in green color, and comes with an additional information panel showing its ID,
its type, its author, and the last author if it has been modified :

Then, if you click, it will really select this unit, resulting in a red and dotted frontieer :
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As long as this unit is selected, you can move its begin point and end point, by drag&drop.
To do so, put the mouse above the green circle drawn at the begin or end position, press
the mouse, move it to the new position, and release. In the example below, we drag&drop
the end position of the unit (it is the same procedure for the begin one) :

Besides, you can edit the feature set associated to this unit, just clicking on the values.
Indeed, as soon as a unit is selected, the feature set controller (frame 5) is automatically
set to it (showing its features, and enabling edition).
Deleting a Unit
To delete a Unit, select it, then you can either press the « Delete » button (or « CTRLBackspace » on a Mac) of you keyboard, or click on the trash icon on the top of the
screen.

2.3.2 Relations
The main procedure is very close to the one concerning units, just shown in previous section.
Hence, we will show here the specific points only.
Creating a Relation
First, click on the « create a new relation » button mode, which activates this mode and also
the related part of the annotation model selector :

Then, the procedure is very simple :
- reminder : a relation is always a link between two annotation elements (and cannot point on
a part of text not having annotations), these annotations being units, relations or schemas.
- put the mouse over the start element (it becomes red)
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- click
- put the mouse over the end element (it becomes red)
- click
Here is an example where start and end elements are units, but would be the same with
relations or schemas.

going to the start

clicking the start

moving to the end

clicking the end

Note : For an element being itself a relation, you can put the mouse over any point of its line,
but for an element being a schema, you have to put the mouse over the main circle of this
latter.
Selecting & Editing relations
It is the exact same procedure as for Units. Please refer to previous section.
Deleting a relation
It is the exact same procedure as for Units. Please refer to previous section.

2.3.3 Schemas
Shemas being richer structures than units and relations, they require a dedicated toolbar. To
make this bar appearing, click on the special button as shown at the beginning of section 2.3.
Then, the special menu will appear as follows :

On the right, the panel named « current » shows some informations about the currently edited
schema :
15

-

its ID (a number which idenficates it)
Units : the number of units contained in this schema
Relations : the number of relations contained in this schema

Creating a new schema
To create a new schema, click on the dedicated button in the top left corner. Immediately, a
new schema is created in Glozz, and its ID appears in the « current » panel. It is, at this stage,
an empty schema, since it behaves no element at all. In the example below, a new schema is
created with ID number 75, and, of course, 0 Unit and 0 Relation :

creating a new schema
Remark: If you happen to click again on the creation button before you add any element to the
new one, Glozz won’t create a new one, and you will still stay on the one just created and still
empty.
Then you can add as many Units, Relations or Schemas to the current schema, using the three
dedicated buttons (icons with « + » character). For instance, to add a unit, once you’ve clicked
on the « adding a unit » button, move the mouse over the unit you want to add in frame 1, and
then click on it. As long as you stay in this mode, you can add as many units as you want by
clicking them.

adding a third unit (number 78) to current schema (number 79)
Editing a schema
To edit a schema, at first click on the « selecting a schema » button. Then, in the frame 1,
click on the schema you want to select (it appears in green color when the mouse is over, then
in red once selected by clicking). Remark : you have to click on the circle of the schema to
select it, not on one of its components. Its informations (ID, number of units and relations)
appear in the right panel :
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Use the 3 buttons (with a « + » icon) to add units, relations or schemas, and the 3 buttons
(with a « - » icon) to remove units relations or schemas.
Deleting a schema
Select it, then click on the garbage icon, or press DEL (or Function-Backspace on a Mac).

2.3.4 Working with « real IDs » or « friendly IDs »
Please refer to section 1.4 before reading this.
As we’ve seen in the previous chapter, each annotation is given an ID. Its value appears, as
we’ve seen, when it is selected.
For instance, in this screenshot, the selected annotation is shown with ID=26. It is its friendly
ID, in the frame 1, but also in the frame 6 :

In the next screenshot, the same annotation is now shown with its real ID :

This is an option to choose, at any moment, as often as necessary, via the option panel, by
checking or unchecking the dedicated checkbox :
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2.4. Annotations as predicates (Frame 6)
2.4.1 Overview
This tool is another way of viewing and creating annotations, and works simultaneously to
others views of the application.
It shows each annotation as a predicate, with its name and arguments, and so, consists in a
complete list of the current loaded annotations.
Let’s see an overview of this module in the following screenshot.

Remark : if there are too many annotations to list, a vertical scroolbar appears in the right of
the window.
Units : for instance, the first visible line u_Phrase(4438,4950) ID=38 is related to the
annotation whose ID is 38, which is a Unit since it starts with u_, whose category is Phrase,
which starts at character 4438, and ends at character 4950.
Relations : The last visible line shows the relation(since it starts with r_) whose ID is 50,
whose category is sujet, and which links annotation of ID 8 to annotation of ID 9.
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Schemas : A schema predicate starts with s_, and its arguments are the ID of the nested
annotations of the related schema.

2.4.2 Navigation and selection
This tool is reactive : when you put the mouse over any part of predicate (no need to click),
and shows immeditely, in the Frames 1 and 2, where the related annotation is. In the example
below, it is shown that the Phrase unit of ID 38 is located below in the text of frame 1.

Then, if you click, the related annotation will be selected, and shown in the frames 1 and 2 :

The same can be done with the arguments of a predicate :

Reversly, if an annotation is currently selected in Glozz (whatever the way), and you want to
have it shown in the list, click on « Show Sel. » button :
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current selected annotation id 38 not visible list is scrolled so that current selected
in the list
annotation id 38 is shown

2.4.3 Sorting the list
The list is sorted either chronologically (from the oldest annotation to the youguest), or by
type (Units, then Relations, the Schemas). Use the two buttons is the top to do so.

2.4.4 Managing visibility for each individual annotation
This tool can also be used to hide or show the annotations individually (contrary to the use of
styles or groups, which concern a set of annotations). To hide an annotation in the frames 1
and 2, double click on it int the list. Then, it is hidden in the other views, and appears hatched
in the list :

To have an annotation back to visible, double click again on it in the list.
If you want to have all hidden annotation visible again, you can click on the « Visible »
button (instead of clicking individually on each of them).

2.4.5 Command line feature: creating annotations via a predicate entered
with the keyboard
It is possible to create annotations by typing a predicate directly with the keyboard. To
activate this feature, click in the command line, and it appears in green background color :
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Then, you just have to write the predicate in the very exact manner as it is in the list. This
feature provides auto-completion, and moreover, works with auto-completion only, so that it
is impossible to write a wrong predicate : at any moment, if you type a character which is not
compatible with a possible predicate, the character is not entered ; on the contrary, if it is a
way to complete the predicate being built, it will be taken into account, and automatically
completed with additional characters if there is no other possibility.
Let’s take an example. Assume we want to create a relation of type « complement » betwen
annotation 43 and 44. The associated predicate will be « r_complement(43,44) ». In fact, what
we have to type on the keyboard is only : « rc4344 ». Indeed, here is what we type and what
we get via auto-completion :
keyboard Displayed command
r
r_
c
r_complement(
4

r_complement(4

3

r_complement(43,

4
4

r_complement(43,4
r_complement(43,44)

Explanation
at this stage, only u_, r_ and s_ were possible
among current relation types, only complement
begins with c character
Several annotation IDs begin with 4 : 4, and 41 to
49
No other ID than 43 begins with 43, hence the
comma
Same remak
Same remark, hence the prediacte completed

The result is as follows:

Important : the auto-completion relies on the current loaded annotation model to complete
type names, and on the current available annotation to complete the IDs.
Once the predicate complete, press ENTER to have the related annotation created.
At any moment, press BACKSPACE to cancel the effect of the last typed character.
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3. Installing and getting started how-to
3.1. Download and unpack Glozz
Download the latest version of Glozz from the website http://www.glozz.org, as .tgz archive.
Unpack this .tgz, and you get a folder containing the distribution :

downloaded archive .tgz

unpacked distribution folder

distribution folder content

3.2. Launch Glozz
The distribution contains the application as « glozz-platform.jar » file. It is a Java program
which can be launched directly by double-clicking it. If it doesn’t, you probably haven’t Java
correctly installed or configured on your machine. Please use Google with the words « Java
download » and the name of your system to get Java installed.
If you’re running windows, you can take advantage of launching Glozz via
« StartGlozz.bat » file. It launches the .jar application file with more memory which is better
when dealing with big files.

3.3. Create a shortcut on your desktop
You may want to have Glozz appearing directly on your desktop. Take care not to move the
.jar nor the .bat files from the distribution folder. You should rather make a shortcut (rightclick and choose « make a shortcut ») of one of these files, and then move this shortcut to
your desktop. This is important because Glozz has to be launched from its original folder in
order to have access to its data files.

3.4. Choose a login and ask for a key
At this step, you can play with Glozz to test it (you can log as anonymous), but you won’t be
able to save your annotations.
To really and fully use Glozz, you need to be logged, which means having a login and the
associated key. Indeed, in order to guarantee that each annotation is systematically assigned to
a unique annotator (worldwide), each user must be authentified with a unique login before
saving his data.
To get it, please send a mail to the authors (use the link of the website) with the login you
want to use (it is advised to use the first letter of your first name followed by your last name).
If this login is free, you’ll receive the associated key. Otherwise, you will be proposed another
login and its associated key.
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Then, the next time you launch Glozz, you can log in, and your system will remember it for
next sessions.

3.5. Creating your own data folder(s)
Please read next section to undestand what kind of data is involved in Glozz, and how to
create your associated folders.
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4. File types overview
Glozz uses 5 file types:
Two of them are dedicated to store corpus. Each corpus is stored via a pair of files, one .ac
and one .aa.
.ac is a text file containing all the characters of the corpus including space characters and
punctuations, but no line feed. Consequently, it appears on one (very long) single line, with
no typography, and should never be modified since other files will rely on it.
.aa is an xml annotation file, constructed and updated relying on a given .ac file. It contains
all annotation marks, including typgraphic ones (titles, paragraphs, lists, etc.), and of course
manual annotations which will be made. Of course, a .aa file must be used only with its
associated .ac file, but glozz will prevent you from doing any mistake since each .aa
remembers which its associated .ac is (through a hashcode).
Note that for a given .ac, you may create as many .aa as you whish. It will be the case in
particular when a coprus is annotated by several annotators, each one of them working on a
his own .aa.
.aam is an xml file describing an instance of what will be called « annotation model ». It’s
where all types of entities will be available for a given annotation campaign. One .aam file
may be used for several corpus.
.aas is an xml file describing a stylesheet for a given annotation model. You can define and
use as many .aas as you whish for a given .aam file, providing you different views on the
same corpus. For instance, if the .aam of a campaign copes with syntax and semantics, you
can create one .aas file showing syntax only, and a second one showing semantics only, in
order to focus on one phenomenon at a time when annotating or observing annotations.
.gql is an xml file storing querries expressed through the dedicated « Glozz Querry
Language » GlozzQL. You can create as many gql files as you whish for a given campaign, or
even more generic querries applying on any entities whatever the .aam.
Besides, Glozz can generate automatically corpus in Glozz format (.ac + .aa) from a .txt file,
so, you may store in a specific folder your .txt files too.
Since Glozz memorises the folders where you save and load each type of file, we strongly
recommand that, at least for a given campaing, you create a dedicated folder organized as
follows :
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5. Creating a corpus in Glozz format.
5.1. Manual corpus creation from a txt file via « import txt » menu
Assume we want to pick an article from Wikipedia to work with in Glozz. Here, the
biography of the painter Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec :

First, we copy the content, and paste it in a text editor. Then, after some cleaning if necessary,
we save the file as .txt (Lautrec.txt), encoded in UTF-8.

Now, we can launch Glozz, an use the « import txt » facility :

and we have to fill-in 3 paths, and the encoding of the .txt :
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To do so, for each field, we can use the « Browse » button instead of writing the paths
manually. Since it’s the first time we store or load this type of data in Glozz, we have to
browse through our folders in order to go to the correct places as shown in fig. 1. Next times,
these folders will be proposed as soon as you’ll click on the « Browse » buttons.
So, in our example, we choose the input text Lautrec.txt we’ve just created. Since it was
generated in UTF-8, we leave the default UTF-8 value as it is in the next field.
For the outputs, we browse till we’re respectively in the .../GlozzFiles /ac/ and
.../GlozzFiles/aa/ folders, and then complete the names via the keyboard with Lautrec.ac and
Lautrec.aa. Note that Glozz will complete automatically the file names with the correct
suffixes if you write only Lautrec instead of Lautrec.ac and Lautrec.aa.
Once done, you can open this new corpus via the File menu or the shortcut button :

What we get is the text organized in simple paragraphs :
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We can go further and use some more styling for this corpus.
To do so, we first have to (temporary) choose which will show typographical annotations.
Indeed, at present time, paragraphs are annotated as special units, and the Glozz renderer take
this information into account to add line feeds on the screen. But, for the while, the paragraph
units are hidden.
So, we go to Menu-->Options-->Preferences-->Typography :

and then check the box « Show typographical annotations ».
We have then, as stated, to reload the corpus. To do so, we can now use the user-friendly
« load last job » in the File menu, which will save us choosing again the same .ac and the
same.aa. Then, we get each paragraph appearing with a frame around it. It means it is shown
as it is really in Glozz, an annoated unit with the type « paragraph » :

Besides, we have to load the annotation model dedicated to typography.
To load an annotation model .aam, we click on the yellow button just above the annotation
model table :
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And then browse to the special file provided
.../data/annotationModels/structure-typo.aam :

in

the

Glozz

distribution,

in

And the unit model is now fed as follows (see « paragraph », « title », « subtitle » and so on) :

Please refer to the specific section of this manual to see how to change the style of an unit.
Then, using the structure-typo.aam style, you will be able to change any paragraph to a title, a
list item, and so on. You can also move the frontieers of a paragrah, define new paragraphs or
remove some, etc.
Note that each time you want to watch the new typographic result, you have to save and
reload the current corpus. No update will be done automatically.
The next screenshot is the result of our text with some work on typo (one main title, then two
sub titles, then a list with 4 items, and then paragraphs), and once the « show typographic
annotation » option is removed :
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The corpus is now created. As the corpus provider you are now, you’ll have to provide to
your annotators both the Lautrec.ac and the Lautrec.aa files built as we’ve just seen. It is very
important all your annotators start their work form these files, and then modify Lautrec.aa
with their own annotations. Indeed, the « import from txt » file, then cleaning, then adding or
modifying typography must be done once for all in order that annotations done by different
annotators can be compared, merged, etc.

5.2. Automatic corpus creation via a custom program
You may want to automatize the creation of your corpora in Glozz format. To do so, you may
use some software provided by other people, or you may need to develop your own
application. We provide in this section some more precise data about the Glozz .ac and .aa
formats.
As we’ve seen in « File types » section, you will have to create two combined files. Assume
we want to create a corpus named Lautrec, the two files will be Lautrec.ac and Lautrec.aa.
Here are two excerpts of these files :

fig. 1 : an excerpt of the Lautrec.ac file
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fig. 2 : an excerpt of the Lautrec.aa file
As you can see in fig.1, the .ac file should only contain text characters, including spaces and
punctuations, but no line feed mark.
Let’s see the main points of the .aa file in fig.2 :
- the main node is annotations
- it contains the metadata corpusHashcode which is a code enabling to identify what
.ac file corresponds to this .aa file. It relies on a specific algorithm which uses the
length of the text (10680 in our example) for the first number, and a modulo of the
content of the text for the second number. The algorithm is provided in the appendices
of this manual. If you do not whish to implement this algorithm, you can create your
file with no corpusHashcode node, then open the corpus in Glozz, then save it. The
hashcode will be automatically created and stored when saved.
- Then come some units nodes. The id parameter is composed of the login of the creator
(TXT_IMPORTER in our example, since this .aa file was created automatically by the
Glozz text importer), a ‘_’ character and the date (the number of milliseconds since
1970, given by (new Date()).getTime() in Java). For you own program, you should
choose your own creator name (as TXT_IMPORTER in our example). Last modifier
nodes will be of no use till someone makes some changes in the annotation. So, at this
step, we suggest you put resp. n/a and 0 values.
- In the characterisation node, you have to put two sub nodes : the type name, title in
our example, which should correspond to an annotation model (structure-typo.aam in
our example, see above, in order to format the text), and the content of the feature set.
There is no feature set in our example, hence the empty node.
- Then come the positionning, which is always given, for a unit, by two singlePosition
nodes. Each single position is the index of the character in the .ac file, starting at 0. In
our example, there is a title unit starting at position 0 and finishing at position 25
(corresponding to « Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec »).
To be completed with feature sets, and then with relations and schemas...
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6. Annotation Models : types, feature-sets, groups
Note : this section needs to have some (elementary) knowledge in XML. To create an annotation model, it is recommanded
to use a text editor with XML capabilities so that the document can be validated before testing in Glozz. It’s much more
simple to find an error with an XML editor/validator than just reading the xml code in a mere text editor.

As we’ve seen in section 1, an annotation model can be considered as an instance of the metamodel « Units – Relations – Schemas » from Widlöcher. It states, for a given annotation
campaign, the kinds of Units, Relations and Schemas which will be available, and, for each of
these kinds, its the feature set structure.
In Glozz, it is an XML file, with the file name extension .aam. It is strongly recommanded
that, besides reading this chapter, you also have a look at the different .aam files provided in
the distribution.
We will assume here we want to define a (quite simple) model for an coreference annotation
campaign.

6.1. Overview
We create a file named coreference.aam (and store it in our .../aam folder). The main
structure is as follows, containing 3 main nodes : units, relations, and schemas.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<annotationModel>
<units>
(...)
</units>
<relations>
(...)
</relations>
<schemas>
(...)
</schemas>
</annotationModel>

We’ll see in details what to put in units, relations and schemas node in the next subsections.

6.2. Units
We would like to have two kinds of units : nouns and pronouns. Each of them will have a
gender (male/female/no), a count (plural/singular/no), and a field for an additionnal remark.
Each kind of unit comes in a type node. The first one of our example is Noun. Then, we define
the featureSet, which contains as many feature nodes as needed. At the moment, there are two
kinds of feature types :
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-with a possibleValues node, we define a value to be selected among several predefinite
values, each of them defined in a sub node called value. Here, for gender, there are 3 possible
values Male, Female and No. Note that we can also define a default value, here Male, which
will be automatically set if no value is chosen by the annotator for this field.
- with a <value type="free" default="" />, we can define a free text to be entered, and, if
needed, a default value. It’s the case in our example for the remark type.
Here is the xml code :
<units>
<type name="Noun">
<featureSet>
<feature name="gender">
<possibleValues default="Male">
<value>Male</value>
<value>Female</value>
<value>No</value>
</possibleValues>
</feature>
<feature name="count">
<possibleValues default="Singular">
<value>Singular</value>
<value>Plural</value>
<value>No</value>
</possibleValues>
</feature>
<feature name="remark">
<value type="free" default="" />
</feature>
</featureSet>
</type>
<type name="Pronoun">
<featureSet>
<feature name="gender">
<possibleValues default="Male">
<value>Male</value>
<value>Female</value>
<value>No</value>
</possibleValues>
</feature>
<feature name="count">
<possibleValues default="Singular">
<value>Singular</value>
<value>Plural</value>
<value>No</value>
</possibleValues>
</feature>
</featureSet>
</type>
</units>

6.3. Relations
Creating relation types is very similar to creating unit types. The main difference is that a
relation can be oriented or not. This is set in the oriented attribute of the type value. An
oriented relation will be shown in the interface via an arrow instead of a simple line in the
case of a non oriented one. In our example, we create a PartOf relation which is oriented, and
a Relationship one which is not. Hence the respective false and true values in the xml code
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below. Besides, the Relationship relation comes with a feature set containing one feature, and
the PartOf relation comes with no feature set.
<relations>
<type name="PartOf" oriented="true">
</type>
<type name="Relationship" oriented="false">
<featureSet>
<feature name="kind">
<possibleValues default="Other">
<value>Family</value>
<value>Friend</value>
<value>Collegue</value>
<value>Other</value>
</possibleValues>
</feature>
</featureSet>
</type>
</relations>

6.4. Schemas
Once again, creating schema types is almost the same thing as creating unit types. Here, we
create the referenceChain schema type only, with a free feature named Remarks.
<schemas>
<type name="referenceChain">
<featureSet>
<feature name="Remarks">
<value type="free" default="" />
</feature>
</featureSet>
</type>
</schemas>

6.5. Groups
The notion of « group » is transversal to units, relations and schemas. The idea is to create as
many groups as needed, each of them corresponding to a paradigm of the campaign, and then
to set which kinds of units, relations and schemas belong to which group.
For instance, if a campaign deals both with syntax and semantics, it will be interesting to
create two dedicated groups, and to set for each type to which group(s) it belongs. Indeed, a
given type may belong to as many groups as needed, or to no group.
This will be very convinent, once in Glozz, to have such groups, because it will be possible to
show/hide all elements whose type belong to a given group. For instance, we will be able to
see only annotations dealing with syntax, then only annotations dealing with semantics, and
so on.
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Groups are defined in the .aam files, in an implicit manner. Indeed, there is no xml node to
create a group. We only have to say, for a given type, to which group(s) it belongs, via the
groups attribute, and the corresponding groups will be automatically created.
In our simple example, let’s use two groups, named group1 and group2, as follows (we show
only the modified part of the code) :
<units>
<type name="Noun" groups="group1, group2">
(...)
<type name="Pronoun" groups="group1">
(...)
</units>
<relations>
<type name="PartOf" oriented="true" groups="group2">
(...)
</relations>
<schemas>
<type name="referenceChain" groups="group2">
(...)
</schemas>

If we want a type to belong to several groups, like Noun in our example, we list all the groups
seperated by a comma.
With our modified .aam file, we’ve set two groups, one named group1 and containing Noun,
Pronoun, one named group2 and containing Noun, ParfOf and referenceChain.
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7. Styles
7.1. Overview
A style sheet defines how each type will appear. It includes color and visibility for units,
relations and schemas, and shape for schemas.
For a given annotation model (.aam file), it is possible to define as many style sheets as
needed (.as files). Of course, in main cases, we define only one style sheet for a given model,
but in some cases it is interesting to provide several ways to observe the annotations. Below
are two screenshots of the same annotated text using two different style sheets :

two different styles applied on the same corpus

7.2. Creating styles
Glozz provide a full wysiwyg interface to create and modify styles. Then, there is no need to
know how it is stored in an .as file (for your information, it is in XML format).
First of all, we load the annotation model for which we want to create the styles :
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Let’s take the coreference.aam file we’ve created in the last section. Since no style file is
loaded, all the style names appear with the same color :

Now, we open the style editor :

And get a new window as follows :

This editor provides a tabbed pane with 3 tabs : one for Units, one for Relations and one for
Schemas. The buttons are as follows, from left to right :
- open a .as style file
- save the current styles
- save the current styles as a new .as file
- add a new style
- remove selected style

7.3. Unit styles
Let’s first create two unit styles. We select the « Unit style » tab, then click on the + button.
We get a new style, with default values (name is _newStyle_1, color is gray, and Hide is
unchecked) as follows :
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Then we can change this default values to the relevant ones. First, we have to modify the
name, just clicking on it. It’s very important that an annotation model is already loaded so that
when clicking on the name, the possible unit type names are automatically proposed (here
Noun or Pronoun) :

Then we can click on the color, in the next column, to set the Background-color :

And in the third column, we can set if the units of this style should be shown (by default), or
hidden (when the box is checked). In main cases, the style files will be saved with all Hide
fields unchecked, and this boxes will be checked/unchecked while working on the annotations
to see only what we need. But of course, the style can be saved with some checked Hide
boxes.
As a result, as soon as we’ve set some styles, the corresponding annotations are immediately
styled, and even the annotation model appears with the associated colors (see in the right of
the screenshot below, where Noun appears in red, and Pronoun in orange) :
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7.4. Relation styles
Relation styles are almost the same as unit styles. The only difference is that in the second
column, of course, line-color is concerned instead of background-color... So, we can apply the
same method as in the previous section

7.5. Schema styles
Schema styles come with an additional field concerning the shape to give to the graphs, called
display-type, in the third column.

Let’s see how it behaves in the following table :
barycenter

barycenter-left

barycenter-right

linked

linked-reordered
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-

barycenter will show the schema as a star, with a central disc and a link to each
element.
barycenter-left and barycenter-right do the same, but put the disc in resp. the left
margin and the right margin. This is quite convinent when using several types of
schemas, in odered no to have them all on the same side...
linked and linked-reordered will show the schema as a path, from one element to the
next one. The linked mode will use the natural order of the elements (the order they
were added to the schema), whereas the linked-reordered will use the textual order,
from top to bottom.

7.6. Special features
Besides the use of style sheets as we’ve just seen, some other special features may help for
specific tasks. For this purpose, a « Color mode » chooser is provided in the main toolbar, set
by default to « stylesheet » :

7.6.1 StyleSheet mode
By default, as just shown, the « Color mode » is set to « STYLESHEET », which means that
each annotation will be shown with the color associated to its type with respect to the current
stylesheet.

7.6.2 Individual colors modes
Sometimes, it mays help to give to a certain annotation a given color, for some reason,
whatever the stylesheet. This is possible using some special values in the annotation model.
Indeed, when an annotation feature set contains a specific color element, then it is possible to
use the color it specifies via one of the two dedicated modes.
To do so, you have to add a glozz:color feature in each type of annotation you want in
the annotation model. Then, for a given annotation, you can change its glozz:color
feature value to one of the possible colors, as follows :

First of the two modes, named « INDIVIDUAL_DEFAULT », will show each annotation
having an individual color set in its feature-set with the given color, and the annotations not
having one will be shown with default color.
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Second mode, named « INDIVIDUAL_STYLESHEET », will do the same, with the
difference that annotations not having individual color will be shown according to the current
stylesheet.

7.6.3 Co-reference chain color mode
When annotating co-reference chain, it is sometimes difficult to identify which annotation to
which chain in the main view :

Of course the « Grapher » can be used with its dedicated layout, but it is also possible to
identify the chains through colors directly in the main views.
To do so, choose the option as follows in the toolbar :

And get each element of a connected chain given a same color (3 chains, hence 3 colors, in
our example) :
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8. GlozzQL : Glozz Query Language
GlozzQL is query language dedicated to Glozz annotations (Units, Relations, Schemas). It
relies on simple concepts, and comes with a full graphical interface to create queries and
observe results. It is available at any moment, even while annotating.

8.1. GlozzQL fundamentals
GlozzQL relies on two
ConstrainedAnnotation.

main

concepts,

which

interoperate :

Constraint

and

8.1.1 Constraint
A constraint expresses a condition an annotation must satisfy to be selected. 20 kinds of
constraints are definied (more should come in next versions), which enable a large request
scope. Some constraints concern a specific type of entity (Unit, Relation or Schema), whereas
others are universal. Three special constraints concern constraints themselves (Not, Or, And)
in order to combine them.
Universal constraints :
Feature : a certain feature must match a certain value (e.g. gender = female)
Type name : the type name must match a certain value (e.g. pronoun)
Type : specifies the type (among Unit, Relation and Schema)
Author : specifies the author’s login. Useful for multi-annotated texts
Last Author : specifies the login of the last person who has modified the annotation
Distance < x : specifies a maximum distance, in characters, between this annotation and
another specified entity
Distance > x : the same, but for a minimum distance
After : the annotation must come after (when reading) another specified one
Before : the same, but before
Free : specifies, in fact, no constraint ! Used to find, for instance, all the Units, or all the
Relations, or Schemas.
Unit constraints :
Text contains : the text covered by the unit must contain a given string
Regexp : the text covered by the unit must match a given regular expression
Covers : the unit must cover another given unit
Covered by : the unit must be covered by another given unit
Relation constraints :
Start : the first argument of the relation must contain a given annotation. This constraint is
settable in two ways : 1, we can specify wether this contain condition is recursive (search in
depth) or not (first level search) ; 2, we can specify the minimum and maximum utterances of
contained elements.
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Target : the same with the second argument of the relation
Relation or Schema constraints :
Contains : it works the same way as the Start and the Target constraint (see above), but it may
concern also a Schema, and if it concerns a Relation, then it will be futfil if the first OR the
second argument futfill the constraint.
Logic constraints :
And : concerns two given constraints, and combine them with the boolean operator « and ».
Or : concerns two given constraints, and combine them with the boolean operator « or ».
Not : concerns one given constraint, and applies the boolean operator « not » on it.
Let’s finish this section with a very simple example to see how constrained are written :
C1 = Text_Contains : isotope (scope = Unit)
This constraint has C1 for name, concerns Units only (scope), and asks a unit to contain the
text « isotope ».

8.1.2 ConstrainedAnnotation
A ConstrainedAnnotation is a set of annotations which futfil a given Constraint.
For instance,
Unit1 : C1
defines the set of Units which futfil the C1 constraint, and which is called Unit1. Hence,
Unit1 is the set of all units (of the current annotions) which contain the text « isotope ».

8.1.3 Incremental creation of Constraints and ConstrainedAnnotations
By definition, a ConstrainedAnnotation depends on a given Constraint.
Reversly, some Constraints depend on given Constraints. It’s the case, for instance, of the
Contains constraint :
C2 = Contains(Unit1) (scope = Relation, Schema)
is a constraint which expresses the fact, for a Relation or a Schema, to contain a Unit which
contain the text « isotope ». For instance, to get the set of schemas which futfil this constraint,
we can create the ConstrainedAnnotation :
Schema1 : C2,
And to get the set of relations which futfil this constraint, we create :
Relation1 : C2.
Hence, it is possible to build, step by step, richer and richer constrained annotations, in an
incremental process.
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8.2. GlozzQL Graphical User Interface
To open the GlozzQL GUI, click on the dedicated button in the main toolbar :

It makes the interface open at the first click, or show it again if it has disappeared :

Since GlozzQL relies on two main concepts, Constraints and ConstrainedAnnotations, the
interface comes with two corresponding panels (numbers correspond to the screenshot):
- On the left side, the ConstrainedAnnotations panel embeds 3 frames :
1. Four buttons to create a ConstrainedAnnotation, among Unit, Relation and Schema, or even
Any (which mean unspecified).
2. The list of ConstrainedAnnotations created (still empty in the screenshot), with three
columns : the name of the ConstrainedAnnotation ; the Constraint it is based on ; the number
of matches according to the current annotated text. A click on one item in the list will result in
3. The list of the annotations belonging to the selected ConstrainedAnnotation of frame 2.
This panel works exactly the same way as the « annotations as predicates » tool seen in
section 2.4.
Additionnaly, 4 buttons are available below panel 3, and will be introduced later
- On the right side, the Constraints panel :
4. The 20 constraints are available through 20 buttons, organized in 5 categories (Any, Units,
Relations, Relations/Schemas, Logic)
5. The list of the constraints (still empty in the screenshot), with three columns : the ID of the
constraint, its content (a short description), and its scope (what kind of
ConstrainedAnnotations may rely on it).
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Additionnaly, two buttons are available below panel 5 : « remove selected » removes the
constraint currently selected in panel 5 (click on a row to select it) ; « remove all » removes
all the current constraints.

8.3. Some examples
8.3.1 Units containing and not containing a text
Assume we load the second text of the « sandbox » menu, based on the « lorem ispum ». We
want to find all the Units which contain the text « sit ».
First, we have to create a « Text Contains » constraint, clicking the corresponding button in
panel 4:

We specify the contained text as « sit », then click OK:

A new constraint is created, and appears in the constraints list, with ID « C1 », the content
« Text contains : sit », and the scope being Unit (only Units may rely on this constraint):

Now, we can create a ConstrainedAnnotation, of type Unit, click the button in panel 2 as
follows :

A box appears, and shows all the possible constraints which can be used, that is to say all the
constraints whose scope is Unit. At the moment, only C1 is available:
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Note that when the mouse is over C1, its content appears as a tooltip (« Text contains : sit »),
which makes it easier to find the correct constraint among all. Then, we click on C1, and click
OK :

A new ConstrainedAnnotation is created, named Unit1, which constraint is « C1-->Text
contains : sit », and which concerns 59 matches, as it appears in the list:

We can click on the corresponding row, which makes all the utterances appearing in the panel
below (panel 3) :
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Then, we can click on any item in the list, to have it selected in Glozz :
Glozz

GlozzQL

So, we’ve just seen how to get all the results and, for each of them, how to have it selected in
Glozz (in order to see it, to edit it, to remove it, and so on).
Now, let’s try to get all the Units not containing this text. We already have the C1 constraint
expressing a unit contains it. Let’s create the opposite, using the NOT constraint :

We apply it on C1 (being in fact the only possibility at the moment):

We get a new Constraint named C2 :

Again, we create a ConstrainedAnnotation of type Unit, based on C2 :

And we get Unit2, with 51 matches :
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8.3.2 Focusing on one particular annotator
The queries we’ve just created offer respectively 59 and 51 matches, which concern units
from any annotators. In fact, this annotated text contains annotations from a human annotator,
and from a machine, the TXT_IMPORTER.
We’re going to get all the units containing « sit », like does Unit1, but from annotator whose
login is « ymathet » only.
We click on « Author » in frame 4 :

We enter the requested login. Here we write the full login « ymathet », but it is possible to use
a part of it only, and check « Limit to ‘contains expr’ ». For example, in this case, « ym »
would work :

C3 is created. Note that this time, its scope is « Any », since it can be applied to a Unit, but
also to a Relation or a Schema:

We create now a « And » logic constraint, to combine C1 and C3:

A box appears where we have to choose at least two constraints. In our case, we click on C1
and on C2, in whatever order :
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A new Constraint, C4, is created. Note that its scope is automatically computed by restriction
of the different scopes of its contained constraints. Here, combining the scope Unit with the
scope Any will result in the scope Unit :

Now, to create the ConstrainedAnnotation associated to C4, we can process as we’ve done
previously, clicking on Unit button, and so on.
However, we’re going to use a shortcut : indeed, when a constraint is of a specific scope, i.e.
Unit, Relation or Schema, we can create the associated ConstrainedAnnotation just doubleclicking it in the list, as we do here clicking on the C4 row. If the scope is Any and you want
to create a ConstrainedAnnotation of a specific type (for instance Unit), you have to use the
usual way.

This time, we get only 10 matches (41 others, in Unit2, do not belong to this annotator) :

8.3.3 Deeper queries with schemas and relations
Let’s see some more complex queries, which rely Contains and Target constraints and
involve deep structures.
Assume we want to get all the Relations whose target contains a Schema which contains a
Unit whose type is « Verbe ». To do so, we first create C1 as follows :
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Then we create Unit1, the set of units whose type name is « Verbe » :

We get it in the list :

Now we create a Contains constrained by clicking this button :

Then, we’re ask to choose the ConstrainedAnnotation we want to be contained. Here, only
Unit1 is available, and we choose it. This constraint can be set by three parameters :
- First Level Only : if checked, means we want the annotation to be contained at first level,
not deeply ; if unchecked, it allows for instance the annotation to be contained to be itself
contained in another annotation, this latter being itself contained.
- Contains at least : the mininum number of utterances being contained
- Contains at most : the same for maximum
In our case, we’ve unchecked First Level Only, in order to enable a deep search, and leave the
default values for least and most, so that any number of utterances is allowed :

We get then C2 in the list :
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We ask to create a Schema based on C2 :

We choose C2 among the two possible constraints which scope is compliant :

and get Schema1 in the list, with 4 utterances :

Now we ask to create a Target constraint :

whose associated ConstrainedAnnotation is Schema1 (with First Level Only unchecked) :

and get Relation1, with one utterance, being an « Elaboration » :
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One and only one relation matches this complex query.
Note that if we’ve had specified a range of number of utterances concerning the Schema, for
instance minimum 2 and maximum 3 :

we would have got, with this corpus, no match at all for associated Schemas (see Schema2
below) :

8.4. Saving and loading GlozzQL queries
At any moment, it is possible to save the current set of queries. This will save the list of
Constraints, and the list of ConstrainedAnnotations, as a .gql file (in XML format).
This won’t save the results, but of course you can later load again your corpus and your .gql
file, and then get the results again.
To save, click on the « save » button in top left of the window, and enter a name (if the name
doesn’t finished by .gql, this extension will be automatically added) :
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Loading is as simple as saving. Be carful, loading a .gql file will result in erasing all current
Constraints and ConstrainedAnnotations before loading new ones. If needed, save them
before.
If you are a developer, you may be interested in generating queries in gql format from your
own programs. No DTD is provided at the moment, but it is very simple XML. Of course, if
needed, do not hesitate to contact the authors for further details.

8.5. GlozzQL Basket
GlozzQL provides a « basket » in which it is possible to store results from one or several
queries, in order to do some specific action on these annotation, either saving them as a new
.aa file, or removing them from current annotations.

8.5.1 Feeding the basket
Each time you click on a ConstrainedAnnotation in the list of frame 3, you can then click on
« Add results to Basket » button, just below.
For instance, with our last example, we can click on Schema2, and get the 4 utterances
appearing in the frame 4 :

Then, clicking on « Add results to Basket », we get a new window, which shows the basket
content :
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Now, back to the GlozzQL main window, we can click on Relation1 in frame 3 (which owns
1 utterance), and the click again on « Add results to Basket ». Now, the basket owns a fith
annotation :

We can go on as long as needed, and add to the basket as many annotations as we want.

8.5.2 Save basket content as .aa file
In the bottom-left corner of the basket window, the button « save basket content as .aa file »
enables to create a new annotation file containing only the annotations currently present in the
basket.
When doing so, you will be asked to enter a file name. This is useful for instance to split the
annotations in several files depending on a criterion such as the author’s name or so.
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8.5.3 Erase basket content from current data
The second action the basket enables is to remove the annotations currently present in the
basket from the current loaded annotation in Glozz. This action combined to the other one
(save basket) make it possible to reorganize completly an annotated corpus.

8.6. Advanced concepts
Two advanced concepts, very easy to launch, but maybe more difficult to understand, enhance
the GlozzQL capabilities.

8.6.1 Two ways constraints
The « two ways constraints » option of GlozzQL means that when a constraint argument is a
constrainedAnnotation, then this constrainedAnnotation is itself constrained by the reciproque
of this constraint. An example will be much more meaningful than this definition.
Going back to the last example, we’ve created Unit1, based on C1, with 16 utterances.
Then, we created Schema1, whose constraint involves Unit1, with 4 utterances :

Now, if we choose to activate the « two-ways constraints » option :

then, Unit1 will be also constrained by C2, which means that a unit will belong to Unit1 if it
is of type « Verbe », but also if it exists (at least) un schema belonging to Schema1 which
contains this Unit.
Moreover, since Schema1 appears in C3, it is also constrained by it, so that a schema will
belong to Schema1 if it contains a element of Unit1, but also if it exists a relation belonging to
Relation1 whose target is this schema.
Consequently, Schema1 is constrained by C3 (in addition to its natural constraint C2), and
Unit1 is constrained by C2 and by C3 (in addition to its natural constraint C1), which is very
restrictive compared to simple way constraints...
Let’s see what happens with our corpus now we’ve activated this option. To do so, we have to
recompute all, with the eponym button located in the bottom-left of the window :

And we see that with these constrained working in the two ways, the matches are of Schema1
go from 4 to 1, and the matches of Unit1 go from 16 to 1 :
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What we’ve discovered here is that there is only one unit of type « Verbe » which is contained
in a schema (at any level) which is contained (at any level) in the target of a relation.
This way, the semantics of the constraints becomes much more powerful with no additional
work for the user. It’s up to you to see when you need to activate it or not, depending on what
semantics you want to get. You can activate or desactive it at any moment, but do not forget
to recompute all each time you want to see the new results.

8.6.2 Unification mechanism
In GlozzQL, unification means considering ConstrainedAnnotations as variables, and the set
of constraints as an equation system. Here again, an example will be more meaningful :
Assume we want to find all relations being oriented in the oppositve way of reading, i.e. from
bottom to top.
First, we create Any1, the set of all annotations. To do so, we use the « Free » constraint,
which accept every annotations :

Then, by double-clicking it, we get Any1 with 128 utterances :

Now, we create Any2, with the constraint of being located before an Any2.
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We get C2 :

And double-clicking it, we get Any2 with 127 utterances :

Now, we create Relation1, which relies on the combination of two constraints, Start with
Any1 and Finish with Any2, as follows.
We create a Start constraint :

which concerns Any1 :

It’s created as C3 :

We create a Target constraint:

which concerns Any2 :
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It’s created as C4 :

We combine C3 and C4 with a And constraint :

and get it as C5 :

By double-clicking on C5, Relation1 is created as follows, with 12 utterances.
Unfortunately, as we can see in the next screenshot, some of the utterances are oriented from
top to bottom, contrary to what we expect :
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The reason is that in fact, Any1, Any2 and Relation1 are sets, not variables. It means for
instance, that a relation belonging to Relation1 links any element of Any1 to any element of
Any2. Of course, all the elements of Any2 are not necessarily before all the elements of
Any1, but before at least one of them.
What we need for our purpose is that we talk about the same entities when we say that Any2
is before Any1 and that Relation1 goes from Any1 to Any2. This is what we call here
unification mechanism.
We launch this process with the dedicated button, located in the bottom of the window :

A new window appears, dedicated to unification mechanism, and shows a countdown in
seconds of the time left, because this computation happens to be long in some cases.
During the process, the results appear progressively, and we finally get the number of
matches, and the corresponding list. We can click on any of the results, and then see its
content in a frame below (for instance Match 1 in the screenshot) :

Now, only 4 matches appear (out of 16 without unification), such as the one with
r_Elaboration, and all of them are correct (oriented from bottom to top). These results can be
added to the basket.
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8.7. Use cases
We report here some possible use cases of GlozzQL.

8.7.1 Splitting annotations by authors, types, etc.
Using the relevant constraints and then the basket, it is possible to create new .aa files with for
instance all (and only) the annotations of a given annotator.

8.7.2 Looking for mistakes
In most annotation campaigns, some configurations are forbidden. However, the annotation
model doesn’t provide such capability, and an annotator may create wrong annotations
according to the campaign. For instance, it should be the fact that a Proposition cannot
contain more nor less than one Verb.
In these cases, it may be possible to express these forbidden configurations in GlozzQL, save
it as, for instance, a forbidden.gql file, and provide the annotators with it. Hence, at any
moment, the annotators can check their annotations by clicking on « recompute all » : if any
utterance appears in the results, it means a mistake was done, and a click on the utterance(s)
enable to select it immediately (in order to correct or remove it).

8.7.3 Basic statistics
Getting for each ConstrainedAnnotation, the number of corresponding utterances, it is
possible to use GlozzQL to check some assumptions, and do some statistics.
However, the use of SQL export may give faster results, and, moreover, enable to work with
several annotated texts at the same time, contrary to GlozzQL (in current 1.0.0 version).
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9. « Grapher » : annotations shown as a graph
9.1. Overview
With some complex annotation structures (namely with imbrication of schemas and relations),
it mays become difficult to handle the main views (see the screenshot in the left below).
Glozz provides a module which renders the annotations as a graph (see in the right below) :

complex annotations seen in the text view

the same annotations seen in the
Grapher

9.2. Interface
9.2.1 Launching Grapher
To launche the interface, use the menu as follows :
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9.2.2 Auto-selection
When moving the mouse over an element of the graph, this latter is automatically selected in
all the other views.

9.2.3 Zoom-in, Zoom-out
It is possible to zoom-in / zoom-out either using the box in the top of the window, or, more
friendly, using the wheelmouse.

9.2.4 Showing embedded text
Two modes are available regarding the way the units are represented in the grapher. Default
one shows each unit as a simple number (see the left screenshot below), but a second one
shows the embedded text (see the right screenshot below) :

To switch from one mode to the other, use the button as follows :

9.3. SDRT layout
By default, the graph is shown in a SDRT-like mode, using boxes to show embedding
structures. It’s the best mode for annotations related to the SDRT theory. It can be reselected
by choosing « boxes » in the layout option of the toolbar :
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9.4. Co-reference chains layouts
For annotations related to reference chains, two special layouts were created, depending the
annotations use relations or schemas to create chains.

9.4.1 Co-reference using relations
Assume a text is annoted with two co-reference chains, using units linked together by
relations :

Then, choosing the « Relations Coref. » layout as follows :

Will result in a graph showing each individual chain horizontally :

9.4.2 Co-reference using schemas
Assume a text is annoted with schemas, one schema embedding all the units a given reference
chain :
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Then, choosing the « Schemas Coref. » layout as follows :

Will result in a graph showing each schema horizontally :
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10. « Glozz Aligner » : Alignment and agreement tool for multiannotated texts
10.1. Principles
A new approach of alignment and inter-annotator agreement measurement has been
developped in (Mathet&Widlöcher 2011), which provides a unified method to do both
(aligning and measuring). Please, refer to this article to be introduced to this method.
To sum up the agreement measure principle, the set of multi-annotations is considered as
generating some disorder, called entropy, compared to a set of annotations with full
agreement. Hence, each set of multi-annotations is given an « entropy » value.
Besides, a « random entropy » is computed by automatic analysis of a reference corpus of a
given campaign. This can be done one for all (for a given campaign).
Then, what is called agreement is the value :
Agreement = (randomEntropy – entropy) / randomEntropy
For a full agreement, entropy = 0 and agreement=1.
For annotators being not better than random, the agreement=0.
In some case, it is possible to get a negative agreement value when annotators do worse than
random.
So, what we need to do when we want to get the agreement of a multi-annotated text is :
- to compute the random entropy of the corpus
- to compute the entropy of this text
These principles are integrated in Glozz in a dedicated tool called Aligner. They will be
shown in section 10.3, after introducing the views provided by the Aligner tool in section
10.2.
However, please note that this tool is still under development (current version of Glozz is
1.0.0 when writing this version of the manual), and should integrate in the future the
possibility to choose the « dissimilarity » function to work with, and to adjust the intercategorial matrix.

10.2. Aligner special view
When a text is annotated by several annotators (human or software), Glozz provides a special
view which consists in separating annotations from each annotator, and showing them on an
horizontal line (one line by annotator). At the moment (Glozz version 1.0.0), only Units are
considered by this tool.
To launch this module, use the Viewers menu and click on Alignment :
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10.2.1

overview

In this example, annotations come from three different annotators, and so are separated into
three horizontal lines.
One line represents the annotations from one annotator on the whole text, from the first
character at the left to the last character to the right.
On the left of each line is shown the annotator’s login, and the number of annotations, for
example there are 8 units created by annotator « alabadie » :

A scale is shown above the views, going from character 0 to character 2400 in our example.

10.2.2

Zooming-in, zooming-out

It is possible to zoom-in or zoom-out with the mouse wheel or with the Zoom cursor.
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Put the mouse where you want the zoom to
be centered

10.2.3

Then use the mouse wheel to zoom-in
The scale is adjusted

Moving to the right or to the left

When the view is zoomed, you see on the screen only a part of the whole text, but you can
move to the left or to the right with a drag&drop (press the mouse button, move the mouse,
then release the button).

10.2.4

Changing the order the annotators appear

The annotators are ordered as the first annotations come in the annotation file, but you may
want to re-order them in order to better compare them, for some reasons. This is possible by
dragging the name of an annotator (in the left side) to the desired position. All the views are
automatically adjusted while dragging.

before dragging

while dragging

order adjusted
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10.2.5

Adjusting units positions

Each unit appearing in this alignment tool can be adjusted by a drag&drop action on either
one of its bounds, or in its body.
To move one of its bounds, put the mouse other it (it appears in red color), press, move while
pressing (a green vertical line appears in order to help alignment with other annotations), then
release :

before dragging a bound

while dragging a bound

To move the whole unit, put the mouse over its body (the two bounds appear in red color),
and do the same.

Selecting a whole unit in order to move it
However, by default, these modification in this tool won’t have any consequence on the real
annotations.
If you want to get that behavior, i.e. that any editing action in this tool result in an editing
action on the annotations this view comes from, you have to select it in the preferences.
To active the preferences panel, click on this button in the top-left of the window :

Then click on the check box « Synchronize Glozz & Aligner ». However, at the time you do
that, the real annotations and the ones you’re working with in the aligner tool may be different
(in the case you’ve moved some units in the tool without having activated this option). It’s the
reason before selecting this option, you have to choose whether « applying glozz changes to
aligner », which means that the aligner tool will go back to the initial position of each unit, or
« appliying aligner changes to glozz », which means that all previous change in the aligner
tool will result in a change in the annotations in Glozz.
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Once this option is activated, you can observe the real time adjustment in Glozz of any
change in the aligner tool :
Before dragging (see the red unit in Glozz starting at the comma) :

While dragging (see the red unit in Glozz starting now at « impopulaires » word) :

10.3. Alignment tool
An alignment consists in considering that several annotators have annotated a same
phenomenon. This is obvious when they have all annotated the same unit, with the same exact
bounds and the same category. However, this is far too restrictive in numerous annotation
campaigns, and it is the reasons why a method enabling some tolerance has been developed.

10.3.1

Auto alignment

Once the annotations are loaded and the Aligner is launched, click on the button as follows :

Then you get some semi vertical lines which consider units from different annotators as
aligned :

As you can see, some alignements involve all the (three) annotators, wheras others involve
two only, or one only (units leaved alone).
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Remark: in this example, you can see that most alignment concern a same category (rose or
orange), but one concern a green unit and a rose one. The reason is that we’ve set the
categorial matrix so that green and rose category may be aligned. In the next versions of this
tool, it will be possible to set this matrix (manually or automatically), but at present time, in
the version 1.0.0 (and contrary to the example above), only units of the same category may be
aligned.

10.3.2

Manual alignment

You may need to make some alignements manually, for instance in order to create some real
examples of what you consider as being aligned or not (and then use the print function, for
instance).

10.3.2.1

Choosing special mode

First of all, use the special mode by clicking on the button as follows :

10.3.2.2

Creating a new alignment

Then, you can create a new alignment by clicking on one unit of each annotator, in whatever
order (in our example, we go from top to down).

Once you’ve finished, double click, the aligment is done. It may involve as many annotators
as you want (all the three in our example).
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10.3.2.3

Editing an alignment

To select an alignment, put the mouse other one of its lines, which becomes red, then click,
and the lines become blue and the unit disc yellow:

Then, you can remove one unit from the selected alignment. Put the mouse over its yellow
disc, click, the disc becomes blue, then click on the trash button. The unit is removed from the
alignment, and the alignment is no longer selected.
1

2

3

10.4. Agreement measurement
To get an agreement measurement, we need first to compute the « random entropy » of our
corpus. To do so, we have to put in a folder all or part of the annotated texts of our corpus.
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Then, we can submit this folder to the tool so that it computes the best possible entropy
randomly.
The button is as follows :

Then, browse to your folder (« montage-light » in our example below) by clicking on the
yellow button, choose the number of annotators to consider (in our example corpus, most of
the texts are annotated by 3 annotators, hence the choice of 3 below), and a number of
iterations (100 or more is recommanded to have the very good random value, but sometimes it
takes to much time with certain corpus). Then you can click on the green arrow to launch the
process. In our example, some seconds later, we get Entropy=1.88181... This is the random
entropy, and it is store in the system as long as you do not launch again this random entropy
computing. Even if you leave and restart glozz, this value will reappear. Hence, it permits you
to work on the same corpus without re-computing the random value each time. You will have
to do it again only when working with texts from a different corpus.

Now, for any text of our corpus, we can compute its entropy, and, having also the random
entropy of the corpus, get the agreement value.
Once the annotated text is loaded, launch the automatic alignment tool as we’ve seen in
section 10.3.1 :

In the same time it makes the alignments, it also computes the entropy value.
Then, in the bottom of the window, we get the three values :
- last random entropy : the random entropy we’ve computed from a folder
- last computed entropy : the one we’ve just computed for the current annotated text
- the rate agreement for the current annotated text

In our example, with a computed entropy of 1.0646 for the text and a random entropy of the
corpus of 1.8780, the rate agreement is 0.4331.
Please refer to (Mathet&Widlöcher 2011) to see how to consider this value.
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11. Additionnal tools
11.1. Depth selector
When units are embedding others recursively, it is possible to show only those whose depth
belongs to a given range.
Depth: when a unit A is covered by another unit B which is coverder by another unit C
(covered by no any unit), we say that the depth of A is 2, the depth of B is 1, and the depth of
C is 0, and so on...
To launch this tool, use the menu as follows :

You get this additionnal tool on the right side :

Two slider enable to set respectively the min and the max depth of the units to be shown. A
reset button reset min to 0 and max to « no limit ». A red cross enables to close this tool.
Let’s what happens when playing with the two cursors :
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11.2. Simple search tools
11.2.1

« Find Text » Tool

Besides GlozzQL, it is possible to use a quite simple tool to do some full-text search. Select it
in the Tools menu :

This additionnal tool then appears in the right side of the interface, and comes with two text
fields, and two buttons. Enter the word you’re looking for in the « search text » field. As long
as what you write has at least one occurrence in the text, it appears in GREEN color in this
field. It the case for instance for « diam » with the lorem ipsum text being loaded :

In the main view, each occurrence appears with a blue background color :
Then it is possible to jump from one occurrence to the next one clicking on the « Next »
button. As soon as the sequence you’re entering does not have any occurrence in the text, it
appears in RED color (it’s no use to go further, use the backspace key to modify the filed) :

You can use a second filed to specify a unit type the results must belong to. For instance,
here, we’re looking for the « diam » sequence belonging to a « Verbe » type only :

And we get only one result now :

Once again, if the current combination of the searched text and the specified unit type does
not have any occurrence, it appears in red color. This may happend while you’re typing the
unit type category, till the category name is fully entered.
This tool comes with an additional feature which enables to automatically create units around
each occurrence of a given character sequence. Let’s take an example : we want to annotate
each « libero » word of this text as a unit of type « Nom ». To do so, we create a first unit of
this type :
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Then, we select this unit :
(4)

(5)

Now, back in the search tool, we enter « libero » as searched text. Then, we can of course
jump from result to result using the « Next » button, but, at each time, we can choose to click
on « Annotate » to automatically create a « Nom » unit around the current occurrence :

If you want to annotate faster several occurrences, you can even click several times on
« Annotate » whithout clicking on « Next », since this will result in going to the next result
and then annotate it.

11.2.2

« Find units » tool

This tool works almost the same way as the « Find text » one, just seen above, but is
dedicated to looking for units, not text. It is typically something GlozzQL can do, but it was
created before, and is a little faster to use when you just want to do so simple requests.
It is launched from the Tools menu :

and it appears as follows in the right side of the interface :
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In the « Search Unit » field, enter the type name of searched units. You can additionnaly
specify a feature name and its expected value in the two next fields to restrain the search
scope. In the example below, where looking for all utterances of units whose type is « Nom »,
and whose « genre » feature value is « masculin ». There is at least one, since the « Search
Unit » field appears in green color :

We can jump from one result to the other using « Next » button, and go back to the first one
using « First » button.
The same request with the « feminin » value for « genre » feature provides no result, as we
can see with the « Search Unit » field appearing in red color :

11.3. « TimePlayer »
11.3.1

Main principle

Each annotation in Glozz is time-stamped. Hence, it is possible to get an history of the
annotation process of a given text. It’s the object of the « timePlayer » tool.
To launch it, you can use the button as follows, either in the toolbar or in the « Tool » menu :

The « TimePlayer » appears as follows :

Its main feature is the time line, with a cursor which can be set from first time position in the
left (July 2’th at 19:56 in our example), that is to say the time the first annotation of this
document was created, to a final position (same day, 20:18 in our example). Just below this
cursor line, are shown resp. the first time value, the current time value (the one of the current
position of the cursor) and the last time value.
When playing with the cursor, you’ll se more or less annotations shown in the main views,
from no annotation at all if the cursor is set completely to the left, to all annotations if the
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cursor is set completely to the right. Below are two examples for the same annotated text,
with two different cursor positions :

Cursor positionned in the center

11.3.2

Cursor positionned to the last position

True time option

Two time modes are provided in the time player : « true time » versus « virtual time ».
« True time » means that the cursor ratio corresponds to time ratio, or in other words that if
the cursor is set to, say, the middle of the line, then the time will be set to the middle of the
annotation time, which means the center between the start time and the finish time. This way,
you can see exactly the time reality of the annotation process : for instance, some periods of
time will have many annotations created, whereas other periods will have almost no new
annotations created.
« virtual time » (corresponds to « True time » unchecked in the interface) means that the
cursor ratio corresponds to a ratio in terms of number of annotations, chronologically ranked.
For instance, if a text is annotated with 100 annotations, the middle position of the live will
result in showing the 50 first annotations, and so on... This way, the annotations appear
progressively, whatever the cadency they were created.

11.3.3

Auto-replay

To play the time automatically, you can use the « magneto » buttons, to start, stop or
accelerate the replay.

11.3.4

Caution

Before you resume annotation work, make sure the time is set back to the latest position (on
the right), in order not to have any new created annotation being stangely hidden...
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Appendices

Appendice 1 : hashcode algorithm in Java
String hash = "";
FileInputStream s = null;
try
{
s = new FileInputStream(f);
int length = s.available();
hash = "" + length+"-";
long code=1;
for (int i = 0; i < length; i++)
{
int n = s.read();
if (n!=0)
{
code*=n;
code=code%99999999;
}
//System.out.println("code="+code);
}
hash+=code;
}
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